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Results from project Van Recycling Tot Re-Design

Through this document we communicate the results of the workshops ‘Van Recycling tot Re-design’ 
organized by the Stadsdeel Oud West and produced by ‘Latin Sisters Design Productions’. 

Research: 
During the research phase, we learned how the neighborhood is constructed geographically. More 
important how it is organized socially. This gave us a first insight towards what kind of people we 
would approach and to whom we could attract to participate in the workshops.
This phase was a bit difficult, we had information provided by the Stadsdeel Oud West, but we had 
to dive intensely into the interviews and  to find cooperation from a local school. This was a difficult 
task, since schools appear to have a very strict schedule in the yearly program not allowing them 
to open up towards our project, which we wanted to share with them. The school we could finally 
arrange with to participate was the Winterkoninkje Montessori School. The contact was executed by 
our assistant Onno Sminia.
We also decided to extend our research to  ‘Da Costa’ Service Punt to be able to reach elderly 
people and the buurt House ‘de Havelaar’ who kindly opened up to collaboration. In this phase we 
received a lot of support from Kees Buizer and Ruud Van Dijk.
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Interviews:
As a part of the research phase we made some interviews to people of the neighborhood. We 
wanted to have personal contact with people with different profiles and life experiences in the 
Borgerbuurt. The people we interviewed were:

• Robert Wolf- Writer who lives in the neighborhood
• Hanna Elora and daughter – live in the neighborhood and participate in activities                      
in De Havelaar (eko kids).
• Els who works in De Havelaar in the group ‘eko-kids’

These three contacts were brought into the project during our visits to different places in the 
Borgerbuurt.

• Ramona Wijngaarde & Maria de Jager
• Hanna
• Reymond Brammelo from Suriname and his family, his wife Tahra from Morocco      and 
sun born in the Netherlands.

These three contacts were brought in by Nico Kuyvenhoven from Stichting Dock. Organization 
which also provided one of the locations for the Workshops.
All the research has been documented with pictures and video, including the interviews and 
workshops. In Annex number (1), you will find more information about the Borgerbuurt and our 
findings about ‘HuisAfval’ produced by the different groups we worked with.

We also showed to all the interviewed people, samples of products which have been designed 
with garbage materials. Most of them reacted very positive and enthusiastic about them al-
though some were not their ‘taste’. This is something to consider while the design process, to 
always leave space for people to ‘add’ something to the products from their own taste and to 
show their skills. 
We also learned a lot browsing through the website http://www.oudwest.amsterdam.nl/verhalen/
index2.htm, here we found pictures, stories, poetry and songs about Oud West Amsterdam. 
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Design Phase: 
For this phase of the project, we used all the resources and information we  gathered 
during the research and shared it with the designers we invited to participate in the 
design of the products. Based on these experiences we designed 7 products with dif-
ferent levels of complexity:

• The Picnicmat                                             

• The Chipstas                                                 

 

• The VanTAStic tas                                       
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• The Netjes Poef                                     

• The Geld Pack                                      

 

• The Brill pack                                      

 

• The Memory Armband          
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Most Popular products in the workshops:

1. Picnic mat
2. Brill Pack
3. Geld Pack
4. Vantastic
5. Chip Tas
6. Armband
7. Netjes Poef

One of the main reasons for the selection of products was the availability of the mate-
rial in people’s homes and in the workshop. The degree of complexity also influence 
the participants decisions of what to make. 

Promotion Phase:

For the promotion of the Workshops, we designed posters and flyers. Our main goal 
behind the graphic design, was to be able to reach people with different backgrounds 
and ages. To find a visual element that most people would recognize and with which 
we could communicate our message . We think we were very successful with the 
result.
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The execution of the promotion had two sides, the direct promotion done by the 
Stadsdeel Oud West through invitations in direct mail and the communication through 
flyers and posters. The second part was not very successful since we couldn’t find 
posters in any of the places we suggested to make publicity of the workshops:

- Stadsdeelkantoor
- Café Alverna
- Café de Zicht
- Café op de hoek van de Borgerstraat en de Ten Katestraat
- Coffee Company
- andere leuk cafés..
- Het Fijnhout (cultureel centrum)
- Bibliotheek
- (kinder)crèches
- Buurthuis De Havelaar
- Amsterdam Dans Center (Bellamystraat)
- School Het Winterkoninkje
- op de markt: bij de bakkerij!
- andere bakkerijen in de buurt
- Leuke winkels (populaire winkels), zoals:
- Hema
- Supermarkten: Dirk van de Broek, Albert Heijn
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The workshops took place un the Buurtmuseum and in the Klinker ouderen centrum. 
A total of 43 people attended the workshops, mainly female and ale a total of 4 ( one 
adult , one teenager and two children). The workshops were pretty heterogeneous, 
there were people from all ages and different backgrounds. In general people with 
professional studies, and very creative children.

The workshops were:

Workshop 1: Saturday, April 15 in the ‘Buurtmuseum’
Workshop 2: Friday, April 21st in the ‘Buurtmuseum’.
Workshop 3: Saturday, May 13th in ‘ De Kinkler’
Workshop 4: Friday May 19th in ‘De Klinker’
Workshop 5: Saturday June 10th in the ‘Buuurtmuseum’.

Our idea with this list was to be able to reach people from the Borgerbuurt within 
places they frequently visit. The promotion through the library worked out fine, except 
for the last weeks where there was a misunderstanding about how long the prototypes 
could stay in the ‘vitrines’.

From this experience we learn that it is important to invest more resources and time on 
the promotion of these type of activities, so the results can reach different audiences 
and will increase the amount of attendees. The investment that is done for these kind 
of projects deserves to have a larger audience, but more important a commitment of 
attendance from the participants. 
For example, for workshops 2 and 5, more than 10 people had subscribed and only 
three people attended the workshop. The main reasons were the good weather and 
football matches. 

Workshops Phase:
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A sixth workshop was requested for Da Costa and Co. This workshop was divided in 
two phases, the first one which took place the 1st of July was focused on making peo-
ple participate with their own ideas on creating products. Fifteen people attended this 
successful workshop. We received a lot of feedback and then we selected three of the 
most popular products to work and design on them. The second part of the workshop 
took place the 12th of July in the afternoon. We presented the 3 new products, and 
outcome of their proposals. The new products were:
1.- T shirts table cloth
2.- Re-cycle your clothes
3.- Tapas set 
4.- Baby slabbetje

During the development of this workshop we learned  a lot about people’s skills and 
dedication. The participants to this workshop were very positive about the results and 
about all the ideas that were generated. They are very enthusiastic to participate with 
their products in the exhibition.
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In general the atmosphere in the workshops was fun. People were meeting each other, 
and were enthusiastic to make their products. Participants in the workshop were able 
to add their own materials and skills to the products. The idea of working with nice 
background music, being attended with drinks and food, is also something that we 
find makes people feel ‘taken care of’. This is something that ‘popped’ out many times 
in conversations. People were there because they wanted to dedicate some time to 
their selves and their children, so a workshop like this is the right combination.
Some participants are even motivated to begin a ‘club’ and meet weekly to keep on 
designing and making products. Participants were very positive about the idea of 
working together with children.
We regret the fact that there weren’t many men subscribing to the workshops, we be-
lieve this is due to the selection of products. 
We believe it is worth to explore the alternatives in design and communication strate-
gies to attract more men to participate.
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For the project ‘Van recycling tot re-design’ we had three main goals, the first one 
was to  change people’s perception about garbage and to influence their behaviour 
towards it. Most important, reflect about ‘consumption’ in a pro-active and fun way. 
An important signal of the succes of this, is that we have more and more people who 
come to the Atelier and deliver their recycled garbage, because they know we use it as 
main material for our work with them. Also people have given us feedback about their 
wishes concerning the garbage issue and how important it is to have projects like this 
become more accesible to the public.
The second goal for this project was about bringing people together and share 
eachother’s cultures through design. During the workshops this was a theme that 
came back in many ways, from the language,(where all kinds of languages where 
spoken during the workshops) to food and traditions.We have learned a lot from this, 
and we know we will make more ‘evident’ the mixture of cultures in the product design 
of the next workshops.
Our third goal in this project has been to inspire people to get in contact with their 
creative skills and use them while they are making their product. This has been a 
success because we clearly see that the communication is not only in ‘one direction’ 
since we have been recieving a lot of feedback from people. Their designs, ideas and 
comments have been very inspiring to us. We see all these results as the confirmation 
to our message ‘ To have a sustainable environment we have to become socially 
sustainable’. 
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Information about the garbage in the Borgerbuurt

In the Borgerbuurt live 7,5% of the Oud West population, so this neighborhood pro-
duces at least 7.5% of the garbage of the Oud West. We see that the people, who have 
higher incomes, produce more garbage since they consume more. In this neighbor-
hood is 7% of the population.

In the Oud West the following amount of garbage was produced in 2005.

• Restafval ondregronds t/m wk 48       10.265 ton (let op zit deel KWD in)
• Huis aan huis t/m wk 48                      1.129 ton
• Veegvuil
• Grofvuil t/m wk 48                              1.245 ton
• Papier t/m wk 49                                   202 ton (exclusief papier on                     
                                                                dregronds, is niet ingevuld)
• Textiel                                                 niet ingevuld
• Glas                                                 Geen gegevens ontvagen van ICOVA
• Veegvuil en RKG slib t/m wk 47           1.067 ton
• Groenafval  uit tuin acties                      15 ton
• Oud Ijzer t/m wk 49                           43 ton (in 2004 we ruim        
•                                                                   het dubbele)
• W&B (electronic)tm 49                       4.318 stuks en 168 
•                                                          kooien vol klein grut.
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During our research we organized a garbage collection from different sectors of the 
neighborhood. From this research we list a few of the most common materials that 
people in this neighborhood throw away on a daily basis:

• Tetra Pak drink packaging
• PE (high and low density PE, bags and bottles)
• PET Bottles
• Lemonade syrup and soup cans
• Carton packaging
• Aluminum bags
• A few textile items

We didn’t receive a lot of glass or paper because most people throw this separately.

Anex 1
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Anex 2

Garbage Analysis in de Borgerbuurt
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